"A" Student

How to improve your kid’s education in every subject of study.

Question: If a student is reading words to understand a lesson, would it help the student to know what the words mean? The fact is — a quick route for students to get confused is not to look up words they don’t know.

Many students do not use a hardback book dictionary enough because they do not want to take the time to do the usual 6 or 7 page turns to find each word. So we bring you an improved book dictionary where words are usually found with only two or three (2 or 3) turns of the pages.

Our U.S. Patent Number 4,813,710 is the largest advance in dictionaries in 100 years. Our improved dictionary will be used more often. It is easier to use and more fun to use, with less fumbling around to find any word.

Even if your student already has a dictionary, get this one anyway. It is a small price to pay for better education in every subject. Why not keep any older dictionary in another room of the house, to be handy at the rarer times when words need to be looked up in that other room?

See a video how this works on www.DictionaryIndex.com. This website also shows that about the largest problem in education is not knowing what the words mean — that about the largest damager of education is inadequate dictionary use. This improved dictionary is a priority need for education.

"______" brand dictionaries. We care about your kid’s education. For only $_______ at many book stores now.

(End of Print Ad)  (Maybe include a photograph of this improved dictionary, with Index visible along page edges.)